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Abstract 

No-First-Use (NFU) of nuclear weapons is a declaratory 

commitment that a nuclear armed state makes to assure 

potential adversaries that it will not be the first to use 

nuclear weapons in a crisis. This commitment is often seen 

as a restraint measure to minimize the chances of actual 

use of nuclear weapons. This research paper offers 

conceptual assessment of NFU and explains why other 

states remain skeptical of adversary’s stated pledge to 

adhere to NFU during a possible crisis situation. The paper 

comprises of two sections. The first section analyzes the 

theoretical aspects of an NFU policy and identifies the 

essential elements of nuclear posture that a claimant state 

is required to ensure. The second section evaluates 

evolving nuclear posture of India in the light of identified 

criteria for a credible NFU policy. By analyzing the 

consistency between New Delhi’s declared commitment 

and its force posture, the paper concludes that India’s shift 

towards counterforce targeting strategy inherently 

contradicts the NFU policy. 

Key Words: No-First-Use, Strategic Stability, CBMs, Nuclear 

Deterrence, Counter Force. 

Introduction 

While the international community fails to meaningfully approach the 

broader goal of eliminating nuclear weapons, there is a general 
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agreement on the significance of reducing reliance on nuclear 

capability in national security strategies of nuclear armed states.2 

Practically, there has been little progress towards this end and nuclear 

modernization trend is on the rise.3 Risks of use of nuclear weapons 

have increased recently due to evolving technological developments, 

setbacks to nuclear arms control, growing political tensions among 

major powers,4 and belligerent behavior of leadership during crises by 

threatening the actual use of nuclear weapons that brings a conflict to 

brink of nuclear war.5 

The goal of reducing reliance on nuclear weapons directly 

depends upon the nuclear postures and policy declarations made by 

the nuclear weapons’ states. However, many of these states follow 

aggressive postures whereby they not only modernize the nuclear 

arsenals but also elevate the threats to use these weapons. For 

instance, the US Nuclear Posture Review (NPR) 2018 hinted at Trump 

administration’s greater willingness to use nuclear weapons in a first 
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strike.6 NPR 2018 outlined close integration of conventional and 

nuclear forces and broadened the range of possible circumstances 

under which Washington might consider using nuclear weapons. It 

noted that the US nuclear capability contributes to “deterrence of 

nuclear and non-nuclear attack, assurance of allies and partners, 

achievement of the US objectives if deterrence failed, and the capacity 

to hedge against an uncertain future.”7Although some argue that the 

US must consider declaring the pledge to not use nuclear weapons first 

in a crisis, the US allies would see it as a sign of weakness raising 

questions about Washington’s commitment towards extended nuclear 

deterrence for mutual defence.8 

Such global trends constrain the commitments to not use 

nuclear weapons first in a crisis situation – which is otherwise 

considered a significant restraint measure. While most of the nuclear 

armed states retain the option of first use of nuclear weapons even 

against a conventional threat, China and India claim adherence to NFU 

policy.9 The extent to which these states actually adhere to this 

commitment and the degree of consistency between their declaratory 

policies and force postures vary to a greater degree from each other. 

China has consistently maintained its decade long unconditional NFU 
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pledge by relying on posture of assured retaliation and eschewing 

strategies for pre-emptive use of nuclear weapons despite confronting 

a range of conventional counterforce threats to its retaliatory 

capability.10 On the contrary, India’s NFU pledge remains dubious 

wherein several statements by Indian officials have further eroded its 

credibility. 

This paper analyzes the significance of NFU as a credible policy 

and identifies the required nuclear posture that could justify this claim. 

It takes India’s nuclear policy as a case study to go beyond often 

quoted Indian officials’ statements showing interest to revise the NFU 

and analyzes the inconsistency between New Delhi’s declared 

commitment and its evolving nuclear posture. Hence, the paper is 

divided into two sections. The first section discusses the conceptual 

aspects of NFU. While most of the existing debate on NFU considers 

this political commitment as a measure of restraint, there is little focus 

on correlation between this commitment and nuclear posture of a 

state declaring this policy. Hence, by taking into account the factors 

that inherently keep a state skeptical of adversaries’ NFU declaration, 

the first section of the paper primarily addresses two questions. First, 

can NFU serve as a CBM between nuclear adversaries? Second, what 

does it take to ensure a credible NFU posture? 

The second section of the paper discusses India’s nuclear 

posture as a case study to assess and validate the conceptual 

underpinnings from the first section. A nuclear weapons state’s 

commitment about whether or not it intends to use its nuclear 

capability first in a crisis directly impacts deterrence and strategic 
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stability by shaping the perceptions of both friends and adversaries.11 

In the light of India’s nuclear posture, this paper critically evaluates the 

efficacy of India’s proposal for bilateral NFU agreement with Pakistan 

and willingness to negotiate global NFU treaty. This assessment 

explains why other states do not consider these proposals as credible 

and tangible CBMs and helps to understand how NFU serves political 

interests of India. 

To study this phenomenon, this paper employs deductive 

reasoning and qualitative research methodology that uses explanatory 

and critical analyses methods. It uses secondary research techniques 

including synthesis of existing literature on conceptual dimensions of 

NFU and ongoing scholarly debate regarding India’s evolving nuclear 

posture. While particularly focusing on the latter, the paper uses 

interpretivist epistemology to analyze key drivers behind India’s 

changing strategic thinking. Hence, the case study technique is the 

main thrust of this paper to assess conceptual validity and explore 

causal relationship between effectiveness of NFU as a declaratory 

commitment and a state’s nuclear posture. 

Debating NFU – Conceptual Underpinnings and Operational 

Requirements 

NFU is a political commitment made by a nuclear armed state to signify 

that its nuclear capability is confined only to mission of deterrence and 

shall not be used first under any circumstances, neither as a pre-

emptive strike nor as a response to non-nuclear attack by the 

adversary.12 This commitment relies primarily on the principle of 

nuclear weapons being used only as a weapon of last resort in a 
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retaliatory strike in case the adversary uses the same first in a crisis. 

Nevertheless, the term last resort itself is a subjective notion that 

allows the decision maker to employ nuclear weapons according to its 

own perceived threshold—that could even be at the start of a conflict. 

NFU commitment requires that a nuclear armed state would only 

authorize the use of its nuclear capability if attacked first by the same. 

Thus, it constitutes a defensive nuclear strategy based on the pledge 

that a nuclear armed state does not intend to use these weapons as 

means of warfare and aggression, rather only aims to deter potential 

nuclear attack.13 While this commitment reduces the possibility of 

unintended or accidental use of nuclear weapons, it signifies restrained 

nuclear posture and thus is often considered as a confidence building 

measure (CBM).14 

NFU as a Measure of Restraint 

Despite broader agreement on deterrent role of nuclear weapons, 

there have been differing views on the usability of this capability. The 

most convincing among these perspectives was given by scholars like 

Bernard Brodie, who considered this technology as a tool for 

deterrence with the sole purpose to avert wars.15 The dominance of 

deterrence perspective, based on the threat of punishment, is hallmark 

of theory of nuclear revolution which emphasized that adversaries’ 

ability to destroy each other had made wars less likely.16 The atomic 

stalemate receded the probability of war. Owing to this logic of 

mutually assured destruction (MAD), the idea of using nuclear weapons 
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against a nuclear armed adversary appeared suicidal. Hence, the threat 

of retaliation, being the core element of deterrence strategy, prevents 

the states from actually using nuclear weapons.17 This aspect forms the 

basis of NFU to be considered as a measure of restraint. The 

unwavering adherence to this commitment can potentially enhance 

first-strike stability18 and crisis stability19 between the adversaries. 

Consequently, if all the nuclear armed states adhere to not using 

nuclear capability against their adversaries, it would complement the 

larger goal of disarmament by helping them pursue global zero. 

However, this optimism rests on idealistic considerations and 

has not been able to fully impact policy considerations of nuclear 

armed states, as they often see at least two other potential uses of this 

capability than just deterring their use by the adversary. First, ‘cross 

deterring’ the use of other weapons of mass destruction.20 For 
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instance, Indian nuclear doctrine explicitly threatens using nuclear 

weapons in case of being attacked by the chemical and biological 

weapons. Likewise, Obama administration also considered the 

possibility of threatening the use of nuclear capability in response to 

biological weapons.21 Second, nuclear armed states also use nuclear 

capability to deter conventional wars.  

Nuclear deterrence is often asymmetric in nature, as it allows 

weaker military powers to compensate for conventional asymmetries 

and deter relatively stronger adversaries.22 For instance, with Soviet 

Union developing its own nuclear deterrent, the US decided not to 

adhere to NFU pledge and explicitly considered the possibility of using 

nuclear capability first in a crisis. The then US National Security Advisor, 

Paul Nitze, wrote in 1950 that the Soviet Union would interpret 

American NFU commitment as ‘an admission of great weakness.’23 It 

was an indirect recognition of the fact that the Soviet Union possessed 

stronger conventional forces as compared to the US and that the 

latter’s most reliable tool to deter this threat was the nuclear deterrent 

capability. Similarly, in case of US-Soviet deterrent relationship, non-

adherence to NFU became and remains to be a center piece of US 

defence strategy despite growing normative emphasis on the need to 

reduce reliance on nuclear weapons in defence strategies. The 

successive administrations in the US have chosen to retain the option 

of first-use of nuclear weapons. In the past, Joe Biden had expressed 

support for ‘sole purpose’ policy for nuclear capability, which is often 
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seen as identical to NFU, but has not yet shown any intent to alter this 

policy after becoming the President of the US.24 

Ensuring a Credible NFU 

To understand what an NFU commitment is, one needs to comprehend 

what it is not. The US adopted flexible response strategy in 1961 that 

enabled its leadership to think of a variety of responses to address low-

level conflicts. NATO, later on, adopted this strategy in 1967.25 The 

threat of nuclear first use, implicit or explicit, constituted a key feature 

in the military strategy of the transatlantic alliance during the Cold War 

and continues to remain so even after the collapse of Soviet Union.26 

Unlike the doctrine of flexible response, a nuclear armed state pledging 

NFU explicitly communicates to potential adversaries that it shall carry 

out punitive strikes should it be first attacked by nuclear weapons. This 

strong commitment requires robust retaliatory capability. Hence, for a 

state to declare NFU pledge, its confidence in survivable second-strike 

capability and development of adequate means to carry out retaliatory 

strike are the essential prerequisites. 

However, to what extent an adversary may consider such a 

pledge as a credible policy? The possibility that nuclear weapons might 

be used in a first-strike mission lies inherent in the mere possession of 

this capability. Even if a state maintains its nuclear arsenal at lower 

alert level, it is too difficult a task to identify a specific point at which it 

can be believed not to possess any intentions to employ nuclear 

weapons in the first-use. Further, improving technological 

developments – such as improved accuracy of delivery systems and 
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intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) capabilities – have 

made it plausible to carry out low-yield nuclear strikes without the fear 

of massive destruction, thus increasing the chances of nuclear use.27 

NFU policy is not merely a political commitment. It should 

rather be backed by appropriate nuclear force posture and responsible 

nuclear behavior that avoids forward deployment, launch on warning 

postures—such as mating warheads with delivery systems—and 

delegation of command and control.28 Scott Sagan suggests that for 

NFU to be believable, a state needs to recalibrate military 

deployments, exercises, and alert levels in a manner consistent with 

this doctrine’s requirements.29 Thus, an NFU policy requires that the 

state making this pledge must follow these steps: 

i. not to develop counter-force capabilities that may be used for 

pre-emptive strikes, 

ii. maintain a small number of survivable delivery systems and not 

expand nuclear arsenals beyond the minimum requirements of 

a credible deterrent, 

iii. not to put nuclear forces on hair trigger alert to prevent 

accidental use of nuclear weapons, 

iv. ensure low-alert levels by keeping delivery systems and nuclear 

warheads in a de-mated form to avoid unintended or early use 

of nuclear weapons, 

v. non-deployment of nuclear weapons outside own territory and 

not to offer extended deterrence to non-nuclear allies. 
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The combination of these steps is, therefore, a prerequisite to 

diminish the preparedness of a state to use nuclear weapons for a first 

strike. Thus, a declaratory policy can only be credible if supported by 

the required nuclear posture. 

NFU – As a CBM 

The NFU concept, as a viable nuclear strategy has also drawn criticism 

on the notion that adversaries tend not to trust a belligerent state’s 

declared and especially unconditional NFU commitment. NFU is often 

considered as merely a declaratory policy: that the decision whether to 

use nuclear weapons first will be made according to the situation 

during crisis. As Lawrence Freedman argues “in a war between nuclear 

armed states, it is preferable to have an element of uncertainty about 

where a conflict may lead instead of believing that there would be 

reliable restraints in place because of NFU declarations.”30 At the 

practical level, this argument holds strength as NFU declaring states 

may adopt ambiguous postures. The absence of credible verification 

mechanisms further aggravates adversary’s perceived dilemma. 

However, at the theoretical level, the pledged NFU policy would reduce 

that particular state’s reliance on nuclear weapons in its military 

strategy. Scott D. Sagan notes that it is very rare that a classified 

nuclear doctrine of a state is completely inconsistent with its 

declaratory policy because such declarations do not merely promise 

restraint rather; they signal intent and shape the perceptions of allies 

and adversaries alike.31 

From this standpoint, an NFU declaration may positively serve 

to alleviate misperceptions and reduce the possibility of early or 
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accidental employment of nuclear weapons. Hence, declaring an NFU 

commitment is also seen as a CBM32 that aims to strengthen the norm 

against using nuclear weapons as tools of warfare. However, the 

implementation of this policy is a tough task and may confront serious 

challenges with regards to verifiability of structures and readiness 

levels of adversary’s nuclear arsenal. These challenges, along with the 

skepticism behind sincerity in NFU related commitments, have been 

the constraining factors in adoption of NFU as a confidence or security 

building measure. 

To what extent NFU pledge can be considered a CBM and the 

degree to which this CBM may contribute to crisis stability in 

asymmetric crises remain questionable on two accounts. First, as 

Alexander Lanoszka and Thomas Scherer assert, the benefits of NFU 

between states having disparate military capabilities are overstated 

because the conventional military superiority of one state can be as 

destabilizing as an ambiguous first-use policy.33 The defining 

conventional power of one state over its adversaries keeps the latter 

wary of this military asymmetry and explore means to alleviate this 

imbalance, particularly through balance of terror34 by establishing its 

own deterrence. This argument holds relevance to South Asia where 

Pakistan’s non-adherence to NFU can be seen as a product of growing 

conventional imbalance vis-à-vis India. In such asymmetric situations, a 

weaker state believes that exercising ambiguity regarding its policy of 

using nuclear weapons contributes to crisis stability because of its 
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inherent deterrent value that keeps the adversary guessing and thus 

prevents it from any potential aggression. Although nuclear ambiguity 

carries risks of miscalculation and inadvertent escalation,35 Muthiah 

Alagappa argues that secrecy and ambiguity is not a cultural trait, 

rather a product of belief that it enhances deterrent value of relatively 

smaller nuclear forces.36 The opponents of NFU policy believe that 

calculated ambiguity serves deterrence well by ensuring its 

effectiveness against evolving challenges.37Therefore, irreconcilable 

gap in military prowess constrains the prospects of concluding an NFU 

agreement between nuclear adversaries. 

Second, given the difficulties in ascertaining enemy’s 

ambiguous nuclear postures, states have generally been skeptical 

about adversaries’ adherence to NFU. The absence of any substantive 

verification measures to ensure reduced state of readiness fosters 

mistrust and thus diminishes the prospects of any declaratory measure 

being considered as a CBM. The NFU pledge that is not supported by 

the required force posture is considered a mere rhetoric. The rationale 

for adopting such a policy is only to gain moral high ground. As Hugh 

Beach observes, no nuclear armed state has ever configured its arsenal 

because of having committed to NFU.38 Contrary to this, states have 

adopted NFU as a policy measure only once they are confident of their 

conventional capability vis-à-vis their adversary. For instance, the 

erstwhile Soviet Union continued adherence to NFU policy for as long 

as it had relative superior conventional strength as compared to NATO 
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forces. When the ratio of forces between Russia and its adversary 

reversed after the collapse of Warsaw Pact, it decided to abandon its 

declared NFU policy in order to compensate for its conventional might 

that was in disarray. 

In 1993, Russia decided to abandon the former Soviet Union’s 

NFU pledge, which it had made in 1982, and emulated the US approach 

to overcome conventional inferiority.39 NATO’s expansion to Czech 

Republic, Hungary, Poland and Baltic States around the advent of 

twenty-first century further increased Moscow’s reliance on the threats of 

first use of nuclear weapons.40 Likewise, the South Asian strategic 

situation is another example where the conventional advantage allows 

India to have a declared NFU policy. Thus, New Delhi’s NFU pledge was a 

product of its confidence in conventional superiority and not the other 

way round. On the other hand, the relatively weaker state, Pakistan, 

aims to deter possible aggression through its nuclear capability. 

Pakistan’s reluctance to consider India’s proposed agreement on NFU 

in 199441 may be seen in this perspective. K. Subrahmanyam wrote in 

1995 that one of the objectives of India’s unilateral adoption of NFU 

was to attain moral high ground, in case Pakistan refused to follow suit, 

“the diplomatic advantage will be with India and this country can claim 

that any nuclear threat in this region can originate only from 

Pakistan.”42 
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India and the NFU 

Since its official declaration in 1999, India’s nuclear doctrine has 

remained under discussion on multiple accounts most important being 

the massive retaliation and the NFU pledge.43 India has traditionally 

used the notions of minimum deterrence and NFU as two prominent 

elements of its nuclear doctrine to be seen as a responsible nuclear 

weapons state. This paper only focuses on NFU pledge of India that 

remains one of the most controversial and debated issue of Indian 

nuclear doctrine. While taking into account recent debate on possible 

revision of New Delhi’s commitment to NFU,44 this section goes beyond 

mere analysis of Indian officials’ statements on the subject and 

analyzes whether India’s emerging nuclear posture is consistent with 

its declared NFU policy. 

NFU Pledge as a Political Tool 

Though the NFU commitment has long remained the cornerstone of 

India’s nuclear doctrine, the subject is largely controversial because of 

divergent nuclear signaling by the Indian officials. India declared an 

NFU policy in its nuclear doctrine published in 2003.45 Despite 

attaching caveats to this commitment that India shall retaliate with 

nuclear capability in case its forces are attacked by chemical or 
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biological weapons anywhere in the world, New Delhi has largely used 

this policy to project its restrained nuclear posture. Experts believe that 

this caveat has already eroded the sanctity of NFU in country’s official 

doctrine.46 This ambiguity, therefore, undermines the credibility of 

India’s NFU pledge and urges the adversary to take it as merely a verbal 

assurance. Nevertheless, this commitment has helped India gain 

political mileage from the West. As Kumar Sundaram and M. V. 

Ramana point out, Indian officials have used NFU pledge on diplomatic 

front as a tool to resist international pressure to sign any treaties that 

could constrain New Delhi’s choices to develop its nuclear arsenal.47 

On 26 September 2013, India’s Minister of External Affairs 

Salman Khurshid reiterated the commitment to observe NFU posture 

and hinted at the proposal of establishing global NFU treaty as a legally 

binding arrangement.48 Stating that “we are ready to negotiate a global 

No-First-Use treaty” at the High-level Meeting of the General Assembly 

on Nuclear Disarmament.49 Salman Khurshid refrained from specifying 

any caveats that India has otherwise attached to this commitment. 

Also, any prospective global NFU treaty would require all the nuclear 

armed states to extend unconditional negative security assurances to 

all non-possessor states. It remains questionable whether India is 

actually willing to remove additional caveats and commit not to 

retaliate unless first attacked by nuclear weapons. This equivocation in 

proposing a global treaty suggests how the NFU is used as a diplomatic 
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gambit to portray India’s so-called responsible nuclear behavior while 

diverting international focus from the ambiguities in this commitment 

and it’s evolving nuclear capabilities. 

The debate on denouncing NFU pledge has gained salience only 

recently, whereby signaling on this aspect started almost a decade ago. 

India’s then Chief of Army Staff General Deepak Kapoor hinted at the 

possibility of revisiting NFU commitment in 2009.50 Media reports 

suggest that he toiled this idea in context of faulty narrative on 

Pakistan’s growing nuclear arsenal.51 Then the Defence Minister of 

India Manohar Parrikar stressed on not to tie up country’s nuclear 

doctrine with NFU pledge.52 Shivshankar Menon, former Foreign 

Secretary and National Security Advisor of India, argued that “if 

Pakistan were to use tactical nuclear weapons, it would effectively free 

India to undertake a comprehensive first strike against Pakistan.”53 

Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal notes that within India, the debate on 

NFU policy has three different streams.54 The first stream belongs to 

the Indian officials who are in favour of upholding the NFU 

commitment. The second group is frustrated with this stance and 

emphasizes on altering this policy, thus signifying the aggressive 

mindset in the country. For instance, Defence Minister George 

Fernandes argued in a media talk that India can survive a nuclear 

attack, but Pakistan cannot.55 Defence Secretary Yogindra Narain also 
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made threatening remarks while arguing that if surgical strike fails to 

resolve things, we must be ready for mutual destruction.56 Brahma 

Chellaney went to an even further extent by arguing that India should 

call Pakistan’s nuclear bluff and Indian military has the capability to 

target every nook and corner of Pakistan.57 These statements coming 

from hawkish personalities indicate growing calls within India to 

publicly give-up its NFU policy. The third group advocates two-fold 

policy i.e., continue following NFU policy for diplomatic consumption 

while simultaneously develop preemptive nuclear strike capability. 

The debate around this issue revitalized after Vipin Narang, an 

Indian American scholar, quipped that “India will not allow Pakistan to 

go first,” rather it could be the first to use nuclear weapons in South 

Asia, instead of Pakistan.58 Although he was skeptical of India’s ability 

to carry out a disarming or splendid first-strike, he believed that New 

Delhi might develop such capabilities in future.59 Dr. Mansoor Ahmed 

observes that rhetoric and debate on India’s NFU has followed a steady 

growth and maturation of India’s counterforce capabilities.”60 

This brings us to the next question: to what extent India’s 

nuclear force posture is consistent with the NFU pledge? While most of 

the skepticism regarding New Delhi’s dubious NFU pledge revolves 

around statements by Indian officials who criticize the NFU policy and 

call for abandoning it, India’s development of counterforce capabilities 

contradicts the official commitment. While Pakistan seemingly has 

never believed in the credibility of New Delhi’s NFU policy, recent 
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signaling on possible revision of this policy holds significant 

implications for deterrence stability in South Asia. It directly indicates 

New Delhi’s frustration with the status-quo as Pakistan’s robust 

deterrence denies it of any space to engage in misadventures. 

Evolving Nuclear Posture of India – Trends and Implications 

The urge to renounce Indian NFU pledge is driven by technological 

advancements, especially the development of weapons that can be 

used in a counterforce role. The dangers of conflict escalation and 

inadvertent or unauthorized use of nuclear weapons in South Asia are 

generally seen among the key challenges to the norm against use of 

nuclear weapons in the region.61 However; ambiguous nuclear 

signaling, revision of nuclear doctrine, and development of 

counterforce capabilities indicate that any use of nuclear weapons may 

be driven by an attempted preemptive first-strike. Given the 

technological advancements and rapidly growing nuclear forces, Indian 

strategic leadership contemplates counter force targeting strategy 

against Pakistan.62 A force posture that was seen in the past to be on 

recessed deterrence mode and only able to retaliate massively, is 

increasingly poised towards carrying out low casualty strikes by 

undermining adversary’s survivability of nuclear weapons and 

consequently damage its deterrent capability. 
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Despite claiming minimalism,63 the rapidly expanding nuclear 

program and force structure suggest that India’s nuclear posture is 

steadily drifting towards a first-use strategy, rather than retaliation 

that is based on counter-value targeting. It signifies that India pursues 

an escalation dominance strategy against Pakistan, instead of 

upholding the notion of mutual vulnerability that serves as the 

cornerstone of deterrence stability.64 New Delhi is rapidly increasing its 

nuclear stockpiles and to fulfill the requirements of its fissile material 

production capacity, it keeps almost all of its fissile material production 

facilities outside IAEA safeguards.65 A study by Dr. Mansoor Ahmed 

concludes that India has the capability to produce approximately 2261 

to 2686 nuclear weapons.66 India’s triad of nuclear forces currently 

comprises of a variety of delivery systems based on enhanced 

readiness and alert levels. India’s inventory of nuclear capable missiles 

that may be employed in counterforce missiles include short-range and 

inter-mediate range delivery systems such as Prahaar (150 kilometers 

range), canisterized Pralay (150-500 kilometers range), BrahMos (300-

500 kilometers range), Shourya (750 kilometers range) and Nirbhay 

(1000 kilometers range).67 Even if these missiles – particularly Prahaar 

and BrahMos – are not used for nuclear strike, they offer potent 

options for conventional counterforce strikes against the adversary. 

Nevertheless, integration of Brahmos with 42 SU-30MKI fighter 

bombers in India’s Strategic Forces Command validates its nuclear role. 
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In the naval domain, India has developed submarine launched 

ballistic missiles (SLBM) K-15 and K-4 with possible role, as pointed out 

by Air Vice Marshal Arjun Subramanian, of using in counterforce 

strikes.68 New Delhi is also developing multiple targetable independent 

reentry vehicles (MIRVs) and maneuverable warheads,69 raising the 

question on whether India seeks to develop nuclear war-fighting 

capabilities.70 Development of MIRVs, coupled with ballistic missile 

defence (BMD) systems and canister based ballistic missiles with 

greater precision and accuracy, makes the state possessing these 

capabilities confident of its ability to intercept adversary’s retaliatory 

strike. Hence, by developing these counterforce capabilities, India 

seeks to minimize the possible repercussions of escalation to initiate a 

crisis.71 

For a counter value posture, relatively smaller survivable 

nuclear forces, based on low alert levels and centralized command and 

control structure, are adequate to credibly deter an adversary. On the 

contrary, counterforce targeting strategy requires relatively huge 

arsenal and higher alert levels. Traditionally, the two major factors that 

prevent a state from using nuclear weapons are the fear of retaliation 

from adversary and massive civilian casualties. However, the enhanced 

accuracy of delivery systems has made it plausible to carryout low-

casualty counterforce attacks, thus making the task of nuclear 
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survivability more challenging.72 India successfully tested Agni-V, with 

intercontinental range of 5000 kilometers plus, in2018.73 Agni-V is 

reportedly equipped with Micro Inertial Navigation System (MINS) and 

Ring Laser Gyro based Inertial Navigation System (RINS) that provide 

double digit accuracy of the missile.74 Inertial guidance is a self-

contained system that does not rely on external sources such as radio 

signals, and gyroscope enables the guidance system to sense if there 

are any changes in orientation of the missile during flight, thus ensures 

achieving accuracy required to destroy targets at longer ranges.75 

The enhanced precision of Agni-V makes it an equal to the best 

missiles of the US and Russia that they might use in a counterforce 

role. Hans Kristensen’s study highlights Circular Error Probable (CEP) of 

Agni-V to be 100 meters,76 whereas Arjun Subramanian specifies it to 

be 80 meters.77 For a missile to be used in a retaliatory counter-value 

role, it needs not to have higher accuracy as the nuclear explosion even 

hundreds of meters away from a population center would inflict 

unacceptable damage in terms of massive casualties. However, high 

accuracy of Agni-V may also necessitate arming it with a small low-yield 
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nuclear warhead to avoid any massive damage and serve as a potent 

threat to adversary’s missile launchers and command and control 

systems protected by hardened shelters or underground structures. 

These parameters make Agni-V more usable in a counterforce role that 

not only undermines the credibility of the NFU pledge but also the 

policy of massive retaliation. 

Despite ensuring accuracy, an attacker’s ability to launch 

successful strikes against desired targets remains questionable. Lieber 

and Press’s study highlights that the chance of a US ICBM to destroy a 

hardened missile silo, which could resist overpressure of 3,000 pounds, 

has increased from 54 percent in 1985 to 74 percent in 2017, and 

despite improving accuracy there are 20-30 percent chances that a 

missile might fail to hit its target.78 To overcome this problem, multiple 

warheads may be launched against a single target. Development of 

MIRVs, therefore, can be aimed not only at evading a ballistic missile 

defence system but also at striking a target multiple times in a 

disarming counterforce attack. Employing multiple reentry vehicles 

increases the probability of at least one warhead hitting the assigned 

target. India has been developing MIRV technology for its Agni series 

missiles. Defence Research and Development Organization (DRDO) 

officials have already hinted that the upcoming missiles of this series 

would be equipped with MIRVs.79 

On 28 June 2021 and 18 December 2021, India tested medium 

range advanced variant of Agni class missile called Agni-P. This 

canisterized ballistic missile can reportedly strike at the range between 

1000 and 2000 km.80 The missile offers New Delhi growing accuracy 
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and prompt strike capability in India’s nuclear arsenal. Experts consider 

this development contradictory to India’s stated doctrinal claim of 

exercising minimum deterrence and a shift from countervalue targeting 

strategy to counterforce posturing.81 

It is also a myth that India keeps its arsenal in a disassembled 

and de-mated form. It has now increased the readiness of several 

systems through canisterization. The 2017Armed Forces Joint Doctrine 

noted that the Strategic Forces Command controls India’s nuclear 

arsenal, including the warheads and delivery vehicles.82 This change in 

alert levels makes nuclear weapons more usable if and when required, 

particularly in a situation where crisis rapidly escalates to higher levels. 

These structural and capabilities related changes do not conform to 

minimalism, assured retaliation posture, and the pledge to not use 

nuclear weapons first in a crisis. In addition to nuclear capable 

counterforce weapons, India’s missile defence systems, anti-submarine 

warfare (ASW) technologies such as unmanned underwater vehicles 

(UUVs)83 that ‘gather intelligence during peacetime and war,’ and cyber 

operations, add further strength to New Delhi’s counterforce 

capabilities and pose significant threat to the survivability of Pakistan’s 

retaliatory capability. 

India’s signals of rescinding its NFU commitment and growing 

counterforce capabilities have a direct bearing on deterrence stability 
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in the region and beyond. As these capabilities grow further, it would 

weaken deterrence equilibrium in South Asia. The gradual shift towards 

counterforce targeting options reflects India’s attempt to escape 

deterrence and make war, especially a nuclear war, more likely. 

Increasing threats to the survivability of Pakistan’s nuclear assets 

would mean erosion of mutual vulnerability that might embolden India 

to initiate limited conventional war against Pakistan. This backdrop 

may generate false sense of confidence that India’s counterforce 

capabilities would prevent Pakistan from using nuclear weapons first in 

a limited war. This thinking relates to New Delhi’s escalation 

dominance strategy84 through which it aspires to subdue Pakistan. Just 

like India introduced Cold Start Doctrine with an aim to strike Pakistan 

without provoking nuclear escalation, it may see counterforce weapons 

as a tool to conduct limited war below the nuclear threshold. 

A state’s counterforce strategy is directly linked to adversary’s 

survivability of nuclear weapons. As Gallagher and Sorice argue, a state 

with stronger arsenal survivability leaves it lesser advantageous for 

adversary to contemplate counterforce strategy because of limited 

capability to locate, identify, and then destroy adversary’s nuclear 

arsenal in a pre-emptive first strike. None of the nuclear adversaries 

want the other to go first; so nuclear first-strike stability is severely 

undermined due to threat of rapid escalation of crisis to nuclear levels. 

Conclusion 

A state considering the NFU as a defining feature of its nuclear policy 

relies on minimalist posture based on assured retaliation and low alert 
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levels. For an NFU commitment to be credible, the claimant state’s 

force posture should be consistent with its stated commitments. Such a 

state remains confident that it could absorb adversary’s attempted 

first-strike and still possesses adequate survivable nuclear forces to 

launch retaliatory strike and inflict unacceptable damage to the 

opponent. Any consideration of counterforce strikes runs contrary to 

NFU commitment as it keeps open the option of pre-emptive nuclear 

use. By evaluating India’s NFU pledge in light of its growing 

counterforce capabilities, the paper concludes that India’s evolving 

nuclear posture is contradictory to its declared NFU policy. Indian 

strategic thinking is dominated by the urge to tilt South Asian strategic 

equilibrium in its favour. The technological developments in Indian 

nuclear arsenal, along with aggressive ambitions frequently stated by 

the Indian officials, suggest a gradual shift in New Delhi’s strategic 

thinking from counter value targeting strategy to preemptive counter 

force strikes. This trend inherently contradicts a credible NFU pledge 

and further erodes the credibility of this doctrinal commitment. 


